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IN THIS ISSUE
We describe the background to the Bush administration’s commitment to the Security
and Prosperity Partnership (SPP) and its related plans to create and embrace a regional,
supranational government pact. We specify what actions have already been taken and many
of the ways in which this act of Eminent Disdain will impact the security, culture, economy,
politics and judicial system of our country.
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IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
We will tie together many of the individual themes we have addressed in previous issues and
trace their origins to multiple internal failures of governmental ethics and motivation which
have produced a profound and pervasive decline in America’s leadership both at home and
abroad that would have been unthinkable fifty, or even twenty-five, years ago.

EMINENT DISDAIN
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A TALE OF DECEPTION AND SECRECY THAT THREATENS OUR ECONOMIC AND PHYSICAL
SECURITY, OUR NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY,AND OUR HISTORICAL IDENTITY
enjoyed continuous access and influence at the
presidential level. In the present administration,
for example, both Dick Cheney and his wife are among
the TC members who provide policy guidance.
From its earliest days the TC’s pursuit of
free trade and globalization gave rise to conflict
with our nation’s sovereignty and constitutional law
which were so revered by all Americans that they
could never be overcome by direct opposition.

The origins of the SPP trace back to 1973 when
the Trilateral Commission (TC), composed of private
sector and government leaders from the North
American, European and Japanese commercial zones,
declared its intent to project a “New International
Economic Order” into the world’s mix of politics and
trade.
Through the Carter, Reagan, Bush I, Clinton
and Bush II administrations the Trilateralists have



Accepting this, the Trilateralists developed a
strategy that would circumvent popular resistance by
the establishment of trade treaties and the transfer
to their administrative and judicial committees of
authority that had previously only been exercised
by the Congress. The rationale proffered for this
technique was that “the case-by-case approach
can produce some remarkable concessions of
‘sovereignty’ that could not be achieved on an
across-the-board basis.”1
As with many of our constitution’s
authorizations, it states briefly and directly in
Article 1- Section 8 that the Congress is empowered
“to regulate commerce with foreign nations”, and
over the years many trade bills were passed only
after lengthy and often bitter debate. While this
method could be unwieldy, it worked the way it was
intended.
In 1974, shortly after the TC was born, fast
track legislation, which shifted the power to create
trade treaties to the President, was approved by
Congress. This allowed the President to enter
into trade agreements prior to any Congressional
approval and to submit them to Congress with specific
limitations as to the time permitted for debate and
with the requirement of a prompt up or down vote
with no amendments allowed.
The government spin machine, of course, was
revved up and set at “high” to explain that the old
system of congressional debate and determination
was outmoded by our high technology economy and
communications systems which demanded a rapid
response capability.
Spin, no matter how blatant or contrived,
carries a trace element of truth, and such was the
case with the new fast track technique. But when
the clamor and the arguments died down, in a brief
moment a very large element of political power had
been quietly moved from Capitol Hill to the White
House.
Time passed. We participated in the World
Trade Organization (WTO) and General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) which signaled the
emergence of globalism as both a goal and a means
of imposing a new world economic structure with its
own language and laws.
And then, quite suddenly, a new opposing
voice was heard. It was that of Ross Perot who,
in his independent campaign for the presidency in
1992 against Bill Clinton and the elder Bush, took
a strong and persistent stand against the growth of
our national debt and the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA).



Perot famously and correctly predicted
that NAFTA would encourage the mass movement of
American manufacturing plants to Mexico that, as he
described it, would create “a giant sucking sound
going south”2. And, as the suction from the south
closed down American plants, many good blue collar
jobs that paid decent wages and brought labor into
our middle class disappeared.
NAFTA passed in the House of Representatives
in 1994 by a razor-thin margin after President Clinton
called in all his political markers and assembled a
team composed of high profile public personalities
such as Henry Kissinger, Cyrus Vance and Lee Iacocca
to bolster public support.
The truth of NAFTA is Perot’s truth. Those
who backed NAFTA in the ’92 presidential campaign
and in Congress claimed that it would increase our
exports, wages and the number and quality of our
jobs.
The truth is that exactly the opposite has
resulted. Our trade deficit has exploded to almost
a trillion dollars annually; we have lost about 1.5
million real jobs; and real wages in both Mexico and
the US have suffered serious erosion.3
The pattern of legislation producing results
that are totally contrary to those claimed during
debate is a relatively recent phenomenon in our
government. It is part and parcel of our age of spin
in which enormous amounts of news, some genuine
and some bogus, are processed daily through our
mass media.
The false claimer, in government or
elsewhere, can make use of a moment of media time
to pitch his or her story, whether accurate or not,
knowing that in 24 hours or less it will be overtaken
and overwhelmed by the avalanche of even more
recent news.
Not surprisingly, this process lacks the
integrity of public officials making their case and
standing by it. Today’s politician lives off his first
“pitch” and, if it is found in error, does not bother
to draw attention by correcting it unless it gathers
so much importance that all eyes, cameras, questions
and columns are directed to him/her.
Perhaps the most flagrant example of
events turning out the opposite of the claims of
congressional sponsors can be found in Senator
Edward Kennedy’s proposal of the Immigration Act of
1965. He stated that this act would not substantially
change the sources of immigrants admitted, that
no immigrant would be allowed to enter who might
become a public charge and that annual admissions
would be less than one million.

Reality has turned out to be something quite
different, but his “pitch” allayed the fears of his
fellow members of Congress and carried the day. As
fact and the enormity of error emerged, Kennedy
found no reason to revisit the subject and has
steadfastly avoided doing so.
NAFTA was a forerunner around which
spin and special interests could coalesce. With
familiarity achieved, it then became a platform from
which similar legislation could be launched. CAFTA
(Caribbean Free Trade Agreement) followed and
efforts are now underway to put in place a larger
pact (FTAA) that would include all of Latin America.
End of background.

However, to begin with what has already taken
place, it is a partnership entered into by Pres. Bush,
Pres. Fox of Mexico and Prime Minister Martin of
Canada to join together the political, economic and
social interests of their countries, and to create
a regional entity called the North American Union
(NAU) modeled after the European Union (EU).
In the little publicity that has appeared re the
SPP it has been referred to as an agreement designed
to enhance mutual security and to increase trade. In
truth, it is far more, but this playing down of the
SPP’s scope provides us with our first indication of
the massive deception employed by it’s backers.
*

*

*

THE TIMELINE TO DATE

What actually is the SPP? The most important
word in that question is “is”. SPP is. It exists today.
It is a reality that, if continued and completed as now
planned, will totally transform our ways of life and
government. In the process our sovereignty will
be seriously diminished and our historical identity
greatly altered, perhaps beyond recognition and
repair.
This judgment may suggest that we exaggerate.
We do not, as we think most Americans will agree
once they are informed about the true nature and
intent of SPP.
For the moment, anyone interested in the
present state of government in our country must
ask how a project such as this, which most Americans
would reject if given a chance by vote, could be
conceived, sponsored, formally approved at a headsof-three-states signing ceremony, staffed, funded
and activated without providing either information,
a debate or an electoral choice to the public.
Public comment on the SPP by organizations
and individuals has just recently appeared following
the ’06 elections. Prior to them the SPP attracted
little attention and what there was was mostly
isolated and local.
*

*

*

THE SECURITY AND PROSPERITY
PARTNERSHIP

*

*

*

Again, just what is the SPP? It is many things,
and many more things than its sponsors claim.



Establishing the origins of political projects
is not easy, as speeches on any topic can be long and
mention brief, but there are times when, looking
back, a minor reference to a topic can suggest the
existence of a major issue.
Such was the case in February, 2001 when
Presidents Bush and Fox promised in the Guanajuato
Proposal to “strive to consolidate a North American
economic community”4 and again in April of that
year when Bush made a “commitment to hemispheric
integration” in the Declaration of Quebec City.5 Not
surprisingly, our next exposure to the thinking behind
SPP came in 2002 from a speech made by Pres. Fox of
Mexico in Madrid in which he embraced establishing
with the U.S. “an ensemble of connections and
institutions similar to those of the E.U.” and based
on “the freedom of movement of capital, goods,
services and persons.”6
World events have a way of moving ahead and
leaving speeches behind, but it is clear that in the
next three years the union cited by Fox was accorded
prompt and serious attention in Quebec, Washington
and Mexico City.
On March 23, 2005, Mexico’s Fox and Canada’s
Martin met with Bush in Crawford, TX for discussions
following which a joint statement announcing the
signing of the SPP of North America was provided to
the public media.
Two months later, on May 17, the Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR), which many view as the public
voice of Trilateralist opinion, devoted 59 pages to
proposing “a North American economic and security
community with a common outer security perimeter
to achieve the freer flow of people within North

America”7 In this report the CFR revisited the March
23 meeting in TX and asserted that the three North
American leaders “committed their governments” to
the goal of a joined community and commenced its
implementation by creating “working groups” (i.e.
paid staff) to deal with practical matters such as
structure, language, location, authority, etc.
On June 9, 2005 Richard Lugar, Chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, had as his guest
Robert Pastor, an NAU activist since the passage of
NAFTA in 1994 and author of Toward a North American
Community8. In this appearance he introduced the
concepts of a “continental perimeter” and “an
integrated continental plan for transportation and
infrastructure that includes new North American
highways and high-speed rail corridors.”9
A similar revelation was made by DHS
Secretary Michael Chertoff on June 27 in Ottawa
when he declared that “we want to facilitate the
flow of traffic across our borders”10, a statement
that drew immediate supporting comment from the
White House.
On March 31, Bush and Fox had a meeting in
Cancun, Mexico with Canada’s new PM, Stephen Harper,
which they described as the SPP’s first anniversary.
Working groups have been quietly placed in
various parts of Washington’s bureaucracy and are
engaged in the many details of creating a functional
mechanism for SPP along with the structure required
to support and enforce it.
The task forces in all three countries have
set 2010 as their date for the NAU’s becoming fully
functional. By this time they anticipate that the
working groups will have put in place the necessary
committees, offices, regulations, decrees and
personnel to create a new authority parallel to, but
independent of, our traditional three branch system
of elected government.
The role contemplated and sought for the
SPP will have a profound impact upon our way of life
by diluting our sovereignty, security and historical
identity, as we will point out in the pages that
follow.
*

*

*

THE SPP’S SPINE OF COMMERCE
The extensive, persistent and rapid growth of
the U.S. in its first two hundred years of existence
followed a largely east to west direction which is
reflected in our national highway system.



Under the SPP a massive, new south/north
highway from southern Mexico to Canada will
provide the spine necessary to support and facilitate
the substantial increase in trade to which the SPP is
committed.
But this south/north alignment is not all
that is planned. Spurs, utilizing either parts of our
present system or new construction, will form a
connecting system along east/west lines.
The SPP Superhighway (SPPS) is at once the
most evident, public and, perhaps costly, element in
the far-reaching SPP mix, as can be seen from the
map on the opposite page. It will transform many
communities in its path, be they rural, suburban or
urban, as well as the lives of their inhabitants.
The SPPS is big – a combined rail, highway and
communications system four hundred yards wide and
over 1800 miles in length. Its projected cost of $183
billion is only credible to those people who believed
the original estimates of $75 billion for Iraq’s
reconstruction (now at $300 billion and rising) and
$50 billion for New Orleans’ Katrina damage ($200
billion and also continuing).
No itemization of the $183 billion figure has
been made available, but we suspect that the actual
cost will be over $500 billion. Remember that the
fraud potential is greatly increased in any multigovernment project.
In addition to the route shown on our map,
highway system corridors (cost not included above)
are planned for our east and west coast and central
zones.
Another factor that we think may have been
underestimated is the legal expense that will be
necessary to support the use of eminent domain
procedures for the taking of homes, farms, ranches,
businesses and public properties. It is estimated that
the taking of farm and ranch land for construction
in Texas alone will amount to a half a million acres.11
The SPPS route runs for its entirety through
America’s heartland where, when it becomes known,
it will likely encounter determined resistance.
Parts of the SPPS system have already
been engineered and budgeted and have had their
construction started by including them in recent
years’ federal highway allocations, as we indicated
in our report on the Canamex Highway in Issue #11 of
last February.
But these parts have been presented as
local (i.e. mostly state) projects. When the SPPS
is fully revealed and recognized as part of a far
larger political purpose, the pace and force of legal
opposition to it is almost certain to explode.


source: Selous Foundation
325 Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E.
Post Office Box 97207
Washington, DC 20090-7207

THE NAFTA SUPERHIGHWAY

“WHAT’S IN A NAME?”12
At first glance The Security and Prosperity
Partnership seems to state its purpose and identify
itself as well as might be expected in a brief title. But
even here the beginnings of this massive deception
can be found.
Security for whom? Prosperity for whom?
And who are the partners? An American citizen with
no prior knowledge could reasonably assume that
this title could refer to one or more of the many
countries around the world with whom we share
these concerns.
This, of course, is not true, and the actual
results of the SPP will most likely be completely the
opposite of what its name suggests. In the rest of
this report we will explore the ways in which SPP
will impact our country and its ability to weaken,
if not destroy, the physical, political and judicial
protections of our Constitution.

*

*

*

national security
Today the U.S., as the world’s sole superpower,
makes a statement of economic and military fact, and
at the same time symbolizes many of the values that
have emerged from western civilization’s progress
over the past two millennia.
This is not an easy task and, as we are “the new
boy on the block” with less history and its lessons
at our command, it is not surprising that we have
found it difficult to join and fulfill these contrary
functions. And because we provide security for many
others, our own national security is a matter of
pronounced international consequence.
In the CFR’s lengthy May ’05 report on the
SPP it enumerated its multiple goals including “a
North American economic and security community”,
a common “outer security perimeter” and an “open
border for the movement of goods and people to
enable trade, capital and people (to) flow freely”.
This is a very clear statement of the two most serious
security threats contained in the SPP:
1) The shared “outer security perimeter” means
that our security will be joined to Mexico’s
and Canada’s in an area defined by the eastern
and western shorelines of all three countries,
Canada’s northern shoreline (including the
hundreds of islands that lie between the Canadian



landmass and the polar ice cap) and Mexico’s
southern border with Guatemala and Belize.
If there is any truth in the “weakest link” theory,
it should be clear that transferring our security
to a system operated by three countries with
three different languages and cultures does not
appear to be an improvement.
Not only does Canada’s northern geography pose
a serious threat, but so does its almost unlimited
and unchallenged acceptance of immigrants from
all over the world. Under SPP, once admitted to
Canada, these unscreened and newly documented
migrants will be able to move freely throughout
the tri-country area.
And just as Canada’s lax immigration policies pose
a threat from the north, so does the pervasive
corruption at every level of Mexico’s political
and military structures.
These threats are systemic in both governments’
policy and administrative bodies.
They are
everpresent and traditional in their homelands
and reality suggests that they may be disguised,
but not substantially changed.
It should be evident that, in order to achieve any
acceptable degree of security for our country,
we will have to undertake the full operation of
the security function. Any attempt to spread its
management among the personnel or geographic
zones of each country would invite disaster.
This introduces the element of cost, and it is
almost certain that, if under SPP we are to have
a system of security that we can accept, we will
have to also accept the cost of its construction,
operation and maintenance.
2) The second obvious source of danger from the SPP
is the “open border for the movement of goods
and people” which calls for the elimination of all
internal borders within the common perimeter.
A border is a line. Lines can join points, indicate
direction, divide, distinguish or, when bent,
enclose a space.
Borders are lines that have separated one
territory from another for tribes, monarchies,
democracies, and dictatorships for thousands of
years. In time, they become reflected in national
psyches and joined with religion, economics or
other explosive emotional elements. Today they
are under attack by those who see the nation/
state as an outdated social/political entity.
But they still offer ways today to divide, protect
and distinguish territory, culture, history,
ethnicity and government — no small task for a
simple line.

The dominant view that emerged from these
reports and discussions favored placing Mexican
and Canadian security forces under the operational
control of our Department of Homeland Security,
but therein lies another risk.
It is absolutely amazing that a project
sponsored and supported at the highest levels of
our government could remain virtually unknown to
the American people. And yet, that is the truth. But
this is no accident, no matter of chance.
It is equally amazing that there has been no
congressional inquiry into SPP, and, in fact, that its
only recognition there was a resolution offered by
four members of the House stating that “the U.S.
should not engage in the construction of a NAFTA
Superhighway System or enter into a NAU with Mexico
and Canada”.14 There is the temptation to ask just
how much our elected representatives know about
SPP. As we show here, the information is available
if you are concerned. If not, shame; and even more
shame to those who know, but won’t speak out!
After the brief announcements by the three
heads of state, multiple working groups, task
forces, and committees were established and spread
throughout various departments of our government
where they labor to write the rules and regulations
that will administer this shift in our form and way of
government.
The actual office for the SPP is now located
in the NAFTA sector of our Department of Commerce,
but its tentacles are long and many, and extend to
areas not publicly identified.
But perhaps the final “call” on SPP’s
operational secrecy belongs to Geri Word, SPP
director, who, when asked why such secrecy was
necessary, offered as explanation, “We did not want
to get the contact people of the working groups
distracted by calls from the public.” 15

The act of eliminating national borders is not a
stand-alone event. In fact, it would probably be
only a beginning of a Chinese box process in which
each box contains a smaller one. After national
borders, what comes next? State? Local? Private
property? We consider these matters in greater
detail in the section devoted to our judicial
system.

*

*

*

THE SIN OF SECRECY IN AN OPEN SOCIETY
Given the broad purpose and the enormous
size and cost of SPP, one might say that it’s a miracle
that so few people are aware of its existence or
intent.
But there was no miracle — only a determined
effort by its sponsors to keep it well below the radar
of public perception.
“ . . . the intention was to keep
this important meeting
. . . out of the public eye”

For example, on September 12-14 of last year
representatives from Mexico, Canada and the US met
with barely any media notice at the Fairmont Banff
Springs Hotel in Alberta to further the globalists’
vision of the NAU. At this North American Forum one
attendee, opposed to the controls imposed on the
participants, reported that this “secret meeting was
designed to undermine the democratic process . . . It
was clear that the intention was to keep this important
meeting about integrating the three countries out of
the public eye.”13
Important? Our representative was George
Schulz, former Secty. of State. The keynote address,
entitled “Opportunities for Security Cooperation in
North America: Military to Military Cooperation”
was given by our then Secretary of Defense, Donald
Rumsfeld.
Some other topics for discussion
were “Border Infrastructure and Continental
Prosperity”, “Toward a North American Energy
Strategy” and “Demographic and Social Dimensions
of North American Integration”. Also present was
the aforementioned Robert Pastor of the CFR’s Task
Force on North America who is one of the earliest
and most zealous proponents of the NAU.

“ nothing could be more antithetical
to the meaning and history of America.”

Hard times have come to, and lie ahead for, a
democratic form of government that seeks to protect
itself from public view and in which contact with its
citizens is viewed as a distraction, or a contamination
or, perhaps, both. Nothing could be more antithetical
to the meaning and the history of America.
*



*

*

VANISHING CUSTOMS

groups in other parts of Latin America?
In spite of what glossy presentation charts
say, sharing our security function with Mexico or
Canada, but especially Mexico, poses real risks.
And there is another element of threat here.
The joined community envisioned by the SPP “with no
internal border” in effect will cede to our neighbors
as yet undetermined, but certain to be claimed,
rights of citizenship, ownership or other forms
of participation in whatever parts of our country
they may reach, claim and inhabit. The Reconquista
sought by many Mexicans to reverse the results of
our Mexican War (1846-48) will move from fantasy
to fact.

It has been an accepted national practice for
many years to monitor the amount and type of goods
and materials that enter one country from another.
This is done at air and sea ports and selected crossing
points of land borders.
The U.S.’ two lengthy land borders with
Canada and Mexico offer tempting opportunities to
smugglers of drugs, migrants, terrorists, arms,
and prostitutes, as well as smaller scale tax free
merchandise. Our customs function is now part of the
Dept. of Homeland Security and its personnel work
with their counterparts in the IRS, FBI, Immigration
Service and Depts. of Defense, Agriculture, Commerce
and Treasury.
Our Customs Bureau has been a largely silent
but effective element in our national protective
structure. But with SPP this will change in a way
that will have to alter how Customs and these other
agencies operate.
The SPP superhighway, as now specified, does
away with any customs function at the entry points
on our southern border in favor of a large, new
facility in Kansas City. Trucks leaving Mexico will
bear a manifest and/or bill of lading from a Mexican
point of origin and will not be checked until they
arrive in Kansas City, over a thousand miles distant.
Remember that the SPPS will include railroad
lines, and we should note that extensive rail track
and handling facilities are under construction in
Yuma, AZ that will provide a link to Mexican rail
lines.
This will meet the SPP’s goal to enable “trade,
capital and people (to) flow freely.” It will also
provide a thousand miles of time and space in which
to drop off goods or people such as prostitutes,
illegals or terrorists that are “just along for the
ride” and not listed on the export documents.
North Korea’s economy produces insufficient
food and little in the way of consumer goods to meet
the demands of its population. Its major production
sector is dedicated to defense/military items which
account for most of its export trade.
We are informed that in recent years North
Korean ships have been observed visting northwestern Mexico and delivering cargos of mostly
military equipment/supplies. What is their final
destination? The smugglers and narco-terrorists
that operate out of the Sierra Madre? The Mexican
military, perhaps for use north of the Rio Grande
when it is no longer a border? Or revolutionary

*

*

*

THE JUDICIAL/POLITICAL MAELSTROM



There are many ways in which our political
and judicial processes will be changed by passage
of the SPP/NAU legislation. Some of these we can
anticipate. Others we cannot now even imagine. They
are likely to reveal themselves suddenly and silently
and cause loss and confusion.
Judicial systems, because they are based on
a body of law and are less celebrated than political
elections, are fragile things. The law which they
honor by their efforts and existence is a developing
body formed by deliberation and interpretation.
It is unlikely that our system — already
weakened in the last half century by persistent
controversy over issues such as race, class, birth
control, immigration, education, electoral reform,
and others — could absorb the shock of combination
with two systems, each with a different legal base
and history.
Only once in our history, when we were very
young, have we attempted anything even remotely
similar. In 1803, our purchase of the Louisiana
Territory from France introduced Napoleonic law
into our own system. But, while the size of this
French colony was approximately the same size as
our nation, its population was sparse and only a
fraction of ours. Even so, two hundred years later,
elements of the Napoleonic Code survive in the law,
mostly local, of our land.
Our system of government is based upon
the supremacy of individual rights which can be
exercised politically through public elections, and
legally through our federal and state courts.

Under SPP/NAU this will be superseded by a
system in which the interests of a recently created
“Security and Prosperity” community will become
the new standard. The rights that we have declared
to be, and have honored as, “inalienable” and given
by God are removed and transferred to this entity.
How, for instance, would litigation by a party
in Ohio against another party in the Mexican State
of Tabasco play out? Remember that Pres. Fox has
stated that Mexicans in this country are not subject
to our laws and has appealed one Mexican’s murder
conviction here to the Court of International Justice
at the Hague.
The prospects for delay and excessive
costs due to legal wrangling and multiple tiers of
representation seem endless.
And where would
judges or juries be found that could sort out the
contradictions? And which language would be used
under what circumstances?
The term used in SPP documents to describe
this process of adjustment is “harmonizing”.
“Harmonizing” will play out in many forms and ways,
— at first minor, perhaps, but then increasingly
important — all of which will alter our way of life
and government. As with many other aspects of
government, the devil will be in the details, and are
not available to us now.
But two major effects are readily apparent.
The first is that our participation in SPP/NAU will do
away with much of our established political process.
This is because the administration and enforcement of
SPP/NAU regulations are lodged in a variety of little
known committees with separate names, locations,
and staffs that operate by executive orders.
This structure has been formed with specific
intent to bypass congressional debate and approval
by open vote procedure.
The second impact of SPP/NAU is that its stated
concepts and their implementation will absolutely
shred our Constitution.
It will be gradually
transformed from the foundation of our government
to relic status.
Viewing its language in one hand with that of
SPP documents in the other provides sharp contrast.
For instance, consider something as simple as, “The
Congress shall have power to regulate commerce
with foreign nations, and among the several
states” and “ . . . to make all laws which shall be
necessary and proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing powers and all other powers vested
by this Constitution in the government. . . ”
These basic constitutional protections simply
disappear and are reduced to irrelevance by SPP’s

elimination of congressional inquiry and authority.

“ a citizen’s right to access and
due process in these matters
will be severely compromised.”
The Right of Eminent Domain is another
bedrock protection enshrined in our Constitution
and, as we mentioned previously, we can expect
intense litigation from just the SPPS project. But,
as the adjudication of Eminent Domain cases may be
assigned to separate newly formed SPP/NAU courts,
a citizen’s right to access and due process in these
matters will be severely compromised.
This can be viewed as a de facto amendment
to our Constitution, and yet the latter states that it
can only be amended by the proposal of two-thirds
of the members of both houses of Congress followed
by the ratification of three-fourths of the states’
legislatures.
We may well not be able to recognize the
legal landscape of our future.

*

*

*

COLLATERAL EFFECTS



Other effects of our commitment to SPP/NAU
will be felt at different times and places throughout
our society. Their reach will be wide and long and
many are not presently identifiable. But some are,
and can even provide indications of their cost.
In economic terms the most readily apparent
cost will come from the granting of social security
benefits to both the unlimited new arrivals from
Canada and Mexico and the estimated twenty million
presently resident illegal immigrants.16
These social security costs are projected
to be more than $345 billion17 over the next decade
for Mexico alone before implementing the SPP, if a
present executive order becomes law. Adding the
increased numbers, Canadian and Mexican, suggested
by the SPP could well push the above figure to over
$500 billion, although key determinants such as the
time and rate of new arrivals do not lend themselves
to easy prediction.
Another less noticeable, but almost certain,
economic cost will be the reduction in value of our
currency. In much of the reporting on SPP/NAU it

politicians prescribe. It is one that may call forth
violence and injustice and be achieved only with
great difficulty and dislocation.
Should evidence be required to support this
last statement, we only have to consider the extent
of the havoc that will be wreaked on families and
their property by the eminent domain proceedings
along the SPPS’ 1800 mile route. None of this, of
course, is of concern to the globalists or mentioned
in their agenda.

seems to be accepted that the new currency, with
the proposed name of Amero, would be set at a value
lower than that of both dollars and higher than the
peso.
This devaluation constitutes an outright
taking from the U.S. and Canada and a gift to
Mexico which will be paid for by U.S. and Canadian
taxpayers.
For those who need to ask why we would
agree to such an adjustment, the answer is that the
entrenched, corrupt, fraudulent and undemocratic
regimes in Mexico have the most to gain from a
three-way union. Also it is the current vogue
in international relations to make third world
countries appear better than they are.
President Fox has been the most persistent of
the three countries’ leaders in pushing SPP. He has
indulged in a fantasy rhetoric to feed the Mexican
psyche with renown and respect and to obscure
Mexico’s many failures of social, economic and
political justice.
Quite surprisingly in some quarters, but not
in others, when Fox has called, President Bush and
P.M. Martin have jumped.
There are many other collateral effects, which
we term “cultural”, that will have lasting impacts
upon our society and way of life from community to
national levels.
Changing the US from a one-and-a-half
language to a three language culture will bear heavy
educational, social and political costs. It will also
cost money — lots of it.
The addition of millions of workers/families
to our present population will send shock waves
through our medical care, social support and labor
institutions.
It can be claimed that our free market system
will be able to adjust to these new circumstances.
But in this case, the term “free market” may well
be anachronistic. How free is a market that has
changes of such magnitude imposed upon it by
political legislation from both national and foreign
sources?

*

*

SOVEREIGNTY
Of all the effects of SPP/NAU on America
none could be as insidious and lethal as the loss
of our sovereignty that would result from our
participation. This consequence cannot be disguised,
as it is written into so much of the SPP’s language
that it appears as a matter of intent, not accident.
Unless we avert our gaze, we must face the fact
that we are in the process of committing ourselves
to a structure of three where one other vote will
always have the power of determination.
More specifically, it is most likely that
Canada’s interests may be more closely aligned
with ours than Mexico’s. The latter, with its many
ethnic, economic, territorial, cultural and political
differences, may find itself locked into an almost
constant contest with us similar to the way in which
the US/Russian clashes played out in the UN Security
Council during the Cold War.

“ . . . and ideal place in which to pursue
payback for longstanding resentments.”

“ Identities will have to be changed.”

And at those places in our community life
where history, language, art, literature — in
short, our souls — meet, what will be the outcome?
Identities will have to be changed. This reality
can be a long and painful process, no matter what

*
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Both Mexico and Canada, however, have
real economic and political differences with their
superpower neighbor, and the administrative
mechanisms of SPP/NAU will be an ideal place in which
to pursue payback for longstanding resentments.
Why? The answer lies in the way the working
groups from each country are performing their task.
Their function is to establish goals, implementation
dates, personnel requirements, and the methods
their governments should employ to integrate and
accomplish their purpose. Groups are now active in
these areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufactured Goods and Sectoral and 		
Regional Competitiveness
Movement of Goods
Energy
Environment
E-commerce & Information Communications 		
Technologies
Financial Services
Business Facilitation
Food & Agriculture
Transportation
Health

confines of a space declared and generally accepted
by its neighbors, has the right to exist without
interference by others in its internal affairs or its
peaceful contacts with others.
The sovereign territory within its boundary
may have been established by conquest, royal
marriage, inheritance, colonization or treaty. It
makes no difference, as these methods can take as
easily as they give. Sovereignty, like the global map,
is a state of flux, but usually, when transferred, it
is taken, not voluntarily surrendered.

“. . . borders define both
territory and sovereignty . . .”

Such a comprehensive list touches on
all aspects of our national life and, therefore,
our sovereignty. These working groups create a
structure in which administrative committees are
appointed by executive and/or bureaucratic orders
and whose members may meet in secret and not be
publicly identified.
A second very dangerous device has been
the creation of judicial bodies which will have sole
power to hear and decide all legal issues posed by
the SPP/NAU community. It is easy to see from the
ten areas covered by the working groups that this
transfer from our national independent judiciary to
a regional tri-partite alliance is extensive.
The anonymous administrative committees
and the extra-judicial special courts are designed to
by-pass our legislative and judicial system, thereby
reducing our electoral system to irrelevance, and
to create within the pact’s combined periphery
a separate bureaucratic power base capable of
dominating our national life and greatly advancing
globalist interests.
The head and shoulders of the camel, not
just the nose, are under the tent. It observes the
festivities in silence and enjoys the scene. It will
wait a little longer until everyone is sleeping and
then fully move inside, but it’s clear already that,
once in, there will be neither room nor reason for
anyone else.

*

*

Any consideration of territorial sovereignty
raises the question of the extent of its area – i.e.,
its borders. And, as borders define both territory
and sovereignty, once borders are eliminated, so,
effectively, is sovereignty itself.
This seems to have escaped the notice and the
comprehension of our elected government.

*

*

ACCOUNTABILITY ANONYMOUS

*

Sovereignty has been an accepted, but not
necessarily secure, principle of political existence
for many centuries. It proposes, but does not
assure, that any group of people, joined together
by some common interest or government within the

*
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It is just not believable in any way or at
any level that over five hundred members of our
executive and legislative branches of government
can fail to see the many perils to our existence and to
the stated principles of our constitutional form of
government that lurk in the language of SPP/NAU.
Nor is it credible that they are unaware of
its content, nor that they deemed it as of such little
importance that it need not be reported to their
constituents.
Nor can we accept that they could embrace the
efforts and language of the working groups without
a qualm of conscience. The meaning of phrases such
as “deep integration” of the three countries and
“harmonizing” of present and future regulations is
clear enough to activate even congressional alarm
systems.
The SPP has been referred to since its first
mention as a “trade agreement” which will deliver
the prosperity claimed in its title. It is not a trade
agreement, although it concerns itself with and will
impact many areas of our commercial life.

The SPP/NAU concept hangs two signs on Uncle Sam
— “For Sale” on his front, and “Kick Me” on his back.
It is nothing less than a voluntary surrender of
our historical principles and unique identity to the
demands of the nearly dominant globalist elites.
The backers of SPP/NAU frequently compare it
to the EU, although the circumstances in Europe and
here are completely different. All three western
hemisphere countries still bear the imprint of their
origins in France, Spain and England and yet now plot
independent courses.
One factor that has contributed to the EU’s
success so far is that all of its members are the
inheritors of a thousand years of monarchic rule
and intermarriage. And, in times of both peace and
war, their common blood lines imposed a measure of
coherence on the large and the small, on the weak
and the powerful.
In the early part of the last millennium,
Europe was divided into many small pieces ruled by
princes, bishops, dukes, kings, counts, barons, etc.,
but, as quaint as this system was, it eventually gave
way to technology (especially of weaponry) and
consolidation in the form of the nation/state.
Today, the nation/state is under attack,
and its relevance challenged, in many parts of the
world. Why? Because it has borders, which are
clearly drawn lines of distinction, and distinction is
anathema to communitarian multicultural ideology.
And also because now, a century later, it
is seen as the direct descendent and inheritor of
global colonialism. Colonialism, for all its other
faults, had structure. And the nation states, from
which it emanated and which attempted to replicate
themselves in their colonies, also had structure.

the developed world and its nation/states. While
some voices only question their values, others call
for their outright abandonment and replacement
by bureaucracy-centered regional bodies with far
fewer distinctions of place or purpose.
Last century we were given Kafka’s views of
bureaucratic government as a self-sustaining force
in The Trial and Orwell’s sense of authority without
challenge in 1984. These works were then considered
satiric exaggerations. Today, we may be on the road
to their reality to which the SPP/NAU would bring us
one step closer.
The great danger is that history may replace
one system and set of values without a viable
successor.

*

*

WHAT DO GLOBALISTS WANT?

“. . . the reality of their circumstance
reads — look; don’t touch.”

Below the Tropic of Cancer, in SE Asia, India, Africa
and Latin America, lie the great populations of the
poor. Lacking in food, water, education, jobs and
health, they also lack mobility and structure. And
yet, as they are beginning to be touched by technology,
they can look across these voids and into the other
world of nation/states. Given the scale of their
differences, the reality of their circumstance reads
— “ Look; don’t touch.”
Even without mobility these sub-equatorial
populations exert a powerful migrant pressure on

*
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This is a paraphrase of the question which
Sigmund Freud asked about women after years of
their study and analysis. For Freud, its answer
remained until his death one of the elusive mysteries
of his scholarship.
Globalists are spared any such frustration.
What they want is easily defined by two four-letter
words - - less and more. In our current culture
most four-letter words have come out of the water
closet and by means of our electronic technology
now enjoy an inescapable prominence and popularity
in our living rooms.
Such a populism or, for that matter, populism
of any kind has no appeal for globalists whose fourletter words know their proper place in the hallways
of power and wealth.
They want less taxation, interference,
competition, regulation and legislation. They want
more revenues, profits, access, raw materials,
government assistance, freedom, favorable tax
treatment and power.
In a most revealing article in The New
American18, Christopher Bentley outlines how the
globalist agenda moves from free trade to regional
and then to world government. This is done through
a five-step program which is neither identified
nor announced and, therefore, usually passes
unnoticed:
1) Create a free trade area with its commercial and
political regulation vested in non-elected

administrators.
2) Create a customs union and a shared external
trade policy.
3) Create a common market with free flow of labor
and capital within it. Borders are eliminated.
4) With momentum established, combine the
above elements into an economic union with
“harmonized” regulations, a common currency
and common tax and fiscal policies.
5) Emerge as a political union as the final pieces
from the private sector, government and
national/international financial institutions are
drawn to new power opportunities, like moths to
a flame, and put in place.
If we view the SPP through this lens, the
outline of its true purpose begins to take the clear
shape of political and economic union. Somewhere
along the way amid the photo ops, celebratory
speeches, regional conferences, news releases and
other hoopla, if we had time and quiet in which to
think of who we once were, we would find that parts
of the old America, parts of ourselves, are now
missing.
Our only hope for their recovery is a much
broader and more determined public participation
in our political process! In recent years congress
has became adept at fending off public opinion by
responding to it with “canned” replies that abound
in generalities and that avoid any real commitment to
the issue of question. Change will not come easily.
*

*
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IRS – cont. from page 1
After two and a half years of effort, during
which we encountered a variety of bureaucratic errors
and challenges, we finally received our 501(c)(3) tax
status permitting any contribution to C.P.C. in excess of
the $75 subscription fee to be treated as a deductible
charitable contribution.
At various times we were in contact with IRS
offices in Holtsville, Cincinnati, Omaha, Covington and
Chicago. Some of the personnel were well-meaning, but
impossible. A couple of representatives provided truly
creative assistance without which we could not have
succeeded. Our thanks to them. All in all, it was a most
extraordinary and enlightening, although frustrating,
procedure.

EPILOGUE
It stretches our belief that this, or any,
administration should be so politically and
emotionally distanced from the ideals of our
democracy that it is willing to subvert our most
cherished principles in the name of commerce and
to accommodate interests in all too many ways quite
opposite to ours.
How keenly felt, how purely thought,
our founders’ principles so bold
which, ’though by them so dearly bought,
Are now by us so cheaply sold.
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Quota Quote

EDITOR’S BIO

Another in our series of comments on immigration
by great Americans:
“You cannot dedicate yourself to America
unless you become in every respect and
with every purpose of your will thoroughly
Americans. You cannot become thoroughly
Americans if you think of yourself in groups.
A man who thinks of himself as belonging to
a particular national group in America has
not yet become an American. ..”
- Woodrow wilson

Mr. Ault is retired from business, a graduate of Yale
University, and the author of A Retail Food Study
(La Roche & Co. NYC, NY 1957) which described the
emergence and growing dominance of the supermarket
in American food retailing.

The emphasis here, as with our previous quotes
by George Washington and Theodore Roosevelt, is on
assimilation which is no longer the guiding force for
immigrants entering the U.S.
Assimilation largely depends upon control of
the numbers and the immigration process. With the
passage of the Immigration Reform Act of 1965 control
was sacrificed in favor of higher numbers with the
result that our immigrant population experienced a huge
increase in quantity and a loss of quality as measured
by assimilation.

The Center for Public Conscience has no affiliation
with or loyalty to any particular political party or
movement and none of its principals has ever held an
elective or appointive political office; nor will they in
the future. It receives no revenue from advertising or
any source other than subscription income and voluntary
contributions.
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